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This collection of short stories (all available for purchase separately), timewise, picks up somewhere
during Critical Failures II. Most of them are fairly short misadventures while everyone's favorite
adventure troop are trying to scrape together some extra cash. If you haven't read Critical Failures I
and II, read them first. If you have, and you liked them, the stories in d6 will be enjoyed as well.The
characters are the same. The humor is the same. Unfortunately, some of the jokes are also the
same. Towards the end, it seemed as if the author was running out of new material. Not enough to
ruin the story, but enough to notice.

I can't wait for the next book to come out!! I've read CF1 &2 and at first the stories were a bit
off-putting because of the language and Cooper, but through the books and short stories, I've come
to like all the guys and appreciate their differences and some of the "plans" the guys come up with
are brilliant. I don't think I've laughed out loud more often in reading ANY other books. Robert Bevan
is a freaking genius. MUST HAVE NEXT BOOK NOW!!!!!

I will be honest, I don't tend to read short stories. I tend to find that I am not satisfied with them
because they tend to not be able to present a long enough narrative for me. I decided to take a
chance because I caught this on a Kindle Countdown and I had a $.99 credit towards an
ebook.Robert Bevan, at least, can get me hooked on a short story. This first one shows him getting
used to writing a compelling short story. The first few are obviously testing the water, but towards
the end each one was just as enjoyable and funny as his full length novels. Just shorter.Generally,
though, it does flesh out the question I always had in the back of my head. "What do these guys do
when there isn't a huge adventure drawing them in? What does every day look like for them?"Turns
out everyday for them is like everyday for a group of adventures in any RPG. There are no small
number of short side quests to keep you busy, or bumbling adventures you stumble upon, or just
the need to continue pulling in cash so you can eat and drink. I enjoyed it so much I immediately
purchases 2D6 and 3D6 and am working my way through them.

The author has captured some of the essence that is involved in dice and pencil role playing games
with a bunch of friends. I have laughed to the point of tears at the misadventures of this ragtag
group documented within this book series. I hope the author continues to spin tells about this motley
group of misfits.

Great selection of stories from our favorite misplaced adventurers. This is the first compilation of
short stories that have been released in the Critical Failures book series. The story lines and
character interactions are hilarious without overdoing any of the jokes. Particularly Zombie Attack
and Shipfaced are riotously funny featuring some excellent inadvertent hero killing and a sea
adventure with pirates of a variety.

Excellent. Very entertaining read. Low-brow humor written in an intelligent and humorous way that
shows the author really enjoys what he's writing. Genuinely funny but also follows a good story arc if
you read all the books in the series.

More lowbrow fun from the author of Critical Failures, d6 is a value-priced collection of short stories
set in the Caverns and Creatures universe. No mopey dark elves here, just good crude fun and
clever misuse of gaming rules (As a gamer, I'll never be able to look at the Mount spell the same
way again.). I would definitely recommend buying this collection over paying for the short stories
piecemeal-once you've read one, you'll definitely want to pick up the others as well.The characters

of Chaz and Katherine, originally seen in Critical Failures, are absent here. Here's hoping they show
up in Book 2.

I fell into this series by accident but quickly fell in love with it. I recommend reading the 1st book in
the series before reading this one. I quickly read books 1 and 2 and was sad to find no book 3(just
came out-hooray) so I settled for this collection of short stories. I enjoyed all the stories and really
hope this series continues on for a long time for I would hate to say goodbye to them.
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